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ABJ’s (Multibaggers.co.in) vision is to make market participants buildABJ’s (Multibaggers.co.in) vision is to make market participants build
huge wealth from Stock Market by long term investment in qualityhuge wealth from Stock Market by long term investment in quality
stocks. There are many investment options but Equities  have alwaysstocks. There are many investment options but Equities  have always
over-performed all asset classes in long term, be it Gold, Real-estate, over-performed all asset classes in long term, be it Gold, Real-estate, 
Fix income securities,etc.Fix income securities,etc.

Long term investment stock recommendations are given under threeLong term investment stock recommendations are given under three
different categories  1st: Multibagger 2nd: Value Pick Stocks and 3rd:different categories  1st: Multibagger 2nd: Value Pick Stocks and 3rd:
Multibagger Penny Stocks.Multibagger Penny Stocks.

Multibagger Stocks are basically mid to small-cap stocks with hugeMultibagger Stocks are basically mid to small-cap stocks with huge
growth potential. As these companies grow, their stock price rises, andgrowth potential. As these companies grow, their stock price rises, and
this increases your wealth too. Indian economy is in bull run and thethis increases your wealth too. Indian economy is in bull run and the
best investment avenue are multibagger stocks.best investment avenue are multibagger stocks.

Value Pick StocksValue Pick Stocks as it name signifies are good fundamental beaten as it name signifies are good fundamental beaten
down blue chip stocks.  Stocks with good backbone give straightdown blue chip stocks.  Stocks with good backbone give straight
recovery after massive market crash.recovery after massive market crash.

Penny stocks are Shares of a company with low market cap. A lowPenny stocks are Shares of a company with low market cap. A low
price share, price below Rs.50. Multibagger penny stock gives bestprice share, price below Rs.50. Multibagger penny stock gives best
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returns during bullish markets. The best point is, it’s just like buyingreturns during bullish markets. The best point is, it’s just like buying
options, means: none equity stock investment can multiply the capitaloptions, means: none equity stock investment can multiply the capital
as penny stocks can, less investment more returns, simple meaning 1as penny stocks can, less investment more returns, simple meaning 1
ka 2 , 1 ka 3, 1 ka 4 in smallest possible time, but at the same time it iska 2 , 1 ka 3, 1 ka 4 in smallest possible time, but at the same time it is
risky investment.risky investment.

Invest now in all the different categories of stocks to make huge wealthInvest now in all the different categories of stocks to make huge wealth
from Stock market.  Contact www.multibaggers.co.infrom Stock market.  Contact www.multibaggers.co.in

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/value-pick-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/value-pick-
stock-india-6885stock-india-6885
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